Conclusion: We have confirmed that the temperature-coeficient of
the average dispersion of a ZDF transmission line is 100 times
smaller than that of a conventional DSF. Temperature-independent 80GbiUs OTDM transmission using the 168km ZDF transmission line has been successfully demonstrated. No penalty was
observed for the ZDF transmission line over a temperature range
of 50°C without adaptive dispersion equalisation while the penalty
for 151km DSF transmission was 4.1 dB.
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Wavelen th routing of 40Gbit/s packets
with 2.5 bit/s header erasure/rewriting
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4OGbitis packet wavelength routing and 2.5Gbitis header
replacement is demonstratedusing an ultra-high-speed wavelength
converter. Burst-mode bit error rate measurements are performed
on both the header and payload before and after wavelength
routing, with < 4dB penalty in the payload and < 2SdB penalty
in the header.
Introduction: The exponential growth in Internet traffic is forcing
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next generation TP data networks to a scale far beyond present
performances. Optical packet switching technologies may be
required to deliver low-latency packet forwarding and routing at
terabit wire rates and should support header erasure and rewriting. The latter is important for all-optical label swapping (AOLS)
[l] and new simpler IP routing protocols such as multi-protocol
label switching (MPLS) [2]. Initial experiments on AOLS with
packet rate wavelength conversion [3] and optical packet switching
[4] have been reported as well as basic routing experiments at
100GbiUs using all-optical header processing [5]. However, demonstrations of wavelength routing with bit error rate @ER) measurements and header replacement have been limited to bit rates at
10 GbiUs or below, mainly due to speed limitations in the wavelength converter technology. In this Letter we report the wavelength routing of packets with 4OGbit/s return-to-zero (RZ)
payloads and replacement of 2.5 GbiUs time domain non-returnto-zero ( N R Z ) headers. Every other packet is routed to two different wavelengths while simultaneously erasing the old header and
rewriting a new one on the new wavelength. A novel wavelength
converter (WC) [6] plays a key role in the header replacement
process by wavelength converting the payload while simultaneously erasing and rewriting the header. Burst-mode BER measurements were performed on packets for the payload before and after
wavelength conversion, and on the original and the replaced
header. The possible switching speed and packet length in this
architecture are determined by the tunable laser in the wavelength
converter, presently -5ns. The WC is based on cross-phase modulation (XPM) in an optical fibre, which has the potential for operating at ultra-high bit rates. When the incoming data are
combined with a continuous wave (CW) signal and sent through
an optical fibre, the data impose a phase modulation on the CW
light through XPM. This phase modulation generates optical sidebands in the CW signal, which can be converted to amplitude
modulation by suppressing the original CW camer using an optical notch filter. In this Letter, a loop mirror filter (LMF) was used
which consisted of a short piece of birefringent fibre in a Sagnac
interferometer. Such a filter is tunable, polarisation independent,
and has repetitive notches, which enables conversion to different
equally spaced wavelengths to be achieved without any further
adjustment. The transfer function of the WC is nonlinear, thus if
the amplitude of the input signal is low, a very small portion is
converted to the new wavelength. This phenomenon is used to
remove the header of the packet since the header peak power can
be substantially lower than the RZ payload while still keeping the
same energy per bit in the header and the payload.
Experimental results: Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. The

packet generator consisted of an actively modelocked fibre ring
laser generating lops pulses with a time-bandwidth product (TBP)
of 0.45 at 1536nm followed by an L i m o 3 modulator encoding
IOGbiUs PRBS data with a word length of 231-l. The lOGbit/s
data were injected into a passive 10 to 40GbiUs multiplexer consisting of polarisation maintaining (PM) fibre with 75 and 150ps
delays. An acousto-optical modulator (AOM) gated out a 2 . 5 ~
payload that was combined with a 2.5GbiUs (PRBS 27-1) 5OOns
long header. The header was aligned in front of the payload with
a lOOns guard band determined by the IOOns rise time in the
AOM, and a loons guard band was inserted between each packet,
giving a total packet length of 3 . 2 ~ The
.
packets were injected
into the WC which consisted of an erbium-doped fibre amplitier
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(EDFA) with an average output power of +18dBm followed by
5km dispersion-shifted fibre (DSF) with a zero-dispersion wavelength of 1542nm. A grating coupled sampled rear reflector
(GCSR) laser [Ithat could be tuned to either 1538 or 1543nm
within 5ns determined the new wavelength. The GCSR laser was
also used to encode the new 2.5GbiUs header before entering the
WC. After the DSF, an LMF, consisting of a loop mirror with 4m
of PM fibre and a polarisation controller to allow adjustment of
the filter wavelength, was used to suppress the original CW light.
The separation between the notches was 1 nm (given by the length
of the PM fibre) and the suppression was better than 27dB. A second fiter was used to select one of the two sidebands and to suppress the original data. The use of only one sideband retained the
pulse width and TBP from the input pulse. The 40GbitJs receiver
consisted of a 40 to lOGbit/s demultiplexer followed by a 10GbiUs
preamplified receiver. The demultiplexer was based on an electroabsorption modulator (EAM), driven with a 30ps electrical pulse
to achieve a 15ps switching window. The 2SGbitJs header receiver
consisted of an AOM to remove the payload, which otherwise
would dominate the measured optical average power, followed by
an optically preamplified receiver. The BER measurements were
made on both the payload and header, and gated to select the
appropriate time interval.

Fig. 2b shows every other packet routed to 1538 and 1543nm with
new inserted headers. The eye patterns of Fig. 2c and d were
taken zooming into the payload, before (1536nm) and after the
WC (15431x11). BER measurements were performed on both the
header and payload on incoming and outgoing packets. The BER
detector was gated and error measurements could only be performed on -80% of all bits in the packets due to the number of
bits required to synchronise the BER detector. Fig. 3a shows the
BER for all four lOGbitis TDM channels in the 40Gbitis payload
for the input packets at 1536 nm and the output packets at 1543
and 1538nm. All channels at both output wavelengths have < 4dB
penalty compared with the input packets, and this penalty is
believed to be due to non-optimal filtering in the wavelength converter and to polarisation instabilities in the input 4OGbiUs data.
.fi

10-

,

wavelength router with header

s
average received optical power in packets, dBm
a
b

1138/31
Fig. 3 Bit error rate measurements

a Bit error rate measurements for 40Gbitis before and after wave-
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup

MOD: LiNb03 modulator; MUX: passive 10 to 40 Gbitis multiplexer; PC: polarisation controller; EAM DEMUX: demultiplexer
using electroabsorption modulator; BERT: bit error rate test set

At 10Gbit.k wavelength conversion the penalty was < 1dB which
indicates that a major part of the penalty is due to instabilities in
the 40Gbitis data. Fig. 36 shows BER measurements of the old
and replaced headers. The old header is completely removed in the
wavelength converter and a new header could be successfully
inserted, with no crosstalk penalty from the old header. However,
a receiver penalty of 2.5dB was measured, probably due to distortion from the sharp notches of the LMF. In a fiter with a flatter
stop band, e.g. a fibre Bragg grating, this distortion would probably be avoided.
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(ii) headers without payload
b 40Gbit/s eye-patterns before wavelength routing
c Packets routed to 1538 and 1543nm
d Eye pattern of routed packet at 1543nm
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Fig. 2a shows the input packets consisting of the 4OGbitJs RZ
payload and the 2.5GbitJs NRZ header with -10dB less peak
power. The lower trace shows the headers without the payload.
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interaction which causes a progressive power transfer from the
short to the long wavelength pump as these signals propagate
along the length of the amplifier. The overall required pump
power decreases with the amplifier length as the effective nonlinear interaction length grows, while the differential pump power
increases as a result of the inter-pump interaction. Around an
amplifer length of -23km the amplifier starts to become very
weakly pumped at the input and the pump power at 1423nm has
to be increased to maintain the desired gain. In the case of an
unsaturated amplifier the maximum gain is limited by the direct
loss at the signal wavelength and the effective length given by the
loss at the pump wavelength [5]. From the minimum required
pump power from Fig. 1 it can be estimated that the pump power
is used most efficiently for the 1423nm pump when the amplifier
length is less than -23km. This length is slightly longer than the
effective nonlinear length for a single wavelength pumped amplifier as a result of the inter-pump Raman interaction.
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The power dependent gain length of dispersion shifted fibre
Raman amplifiers has been characterised. The noise performance
has also been investigated.
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Broadband silica fibre Raman amplifiers (FRAs) are particularly
attractive for ultra-broadband applicationsin telecommunications.
Raman amplifiers can operate throughout the low loss window of
~
with conventional
optical fibres from 1 . 1 to 1 . 7 compared
erbium doped amplifiers which are deployed in the 1 . 5 5 region.
~
Raman amplification offers the advantages of greatly extended
bandwidth and distributed amplification [11 with the installed fibre
as the gain medium. Here we report the characterisation of the
pump power requirements and spontaneous noise performance of
a dual wavelength pumped Raman amplifier for a wide range of
gain fibre lengths covering the range applicable to discrete or distributed amplification.
The amplifier was constructed from sections of dispersion
shifted fibre of different lengths spliced together, with optical circulators employed to multiplex and demultiplex the pump and signal. The single stage amplifier was counter-pumped [2] using fibre
Raman lasers operating at fundamental wavelengths of 1423 and
1455nm. This configurationallows broadband amplification in the
1 . 5 region
~
[3, 41. For each amplifier length, the pump power
was adjusted to achieve a peak gain of 15dB. At lower pump
power levels the trends shown in the gain and noise figures were
similar to those at 15 dB which are exclusively reported in this
Letter.
A CW diode laser tunable from 1500 to 1580nm at a power of
-20dBm was used as the signal source. The measurements were
carried out with a computer-automated system controlling the
tunable laser and optical spectrum analyser using the spectral division method. For each amplifier length the pump power was
adjusted to equalise the gain peaks to 15dB. The pump power was
calibrated using a broadband thermal detector with an accuracy of
6%, with the error in this measurement arising primarily from the
calibration of the power meter and an additional small systematic
error dependent on the repeatability of the splice to the circulator.
Unlike the erbium amplifier the spontaneous noise figure does not
depend sensitively on the pump power.
Fig. 1 shows the required pump powers for the 1423 and
1455nm pumps to achieve a 15dB gain at the two gain peaks
around 1523 and 1555nn-1, respectively. The short wavelength
pump is operated at a higher power due to the inter-pump Raman
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Fig. 2 Noise figure and gain for different amplifier lengths
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Fig. 2 shows the representative gain and noise figure spectra for
three different lengths for peak gains of 15dB. All the measurements include the loss of the splices and circulator coupling losses
which add to the noise figure. The variations in the gain shape are
mainly due to slight variations in the pump peak wavelength and
spectral width with different pump powers. Some gain narrowing
occurs for longer fibre lengths because the gross gain is higher to
compensate for the increased loss, but the main contribution is
due to the pump variations. This has been confirmed by numerical
simulation [3]. The variation in noise figure for three representative wavelengths is shown against amplifier length in Fig. 3. As
expected, the noise figure increases with length as the fibre
becomes less strongly pumped at the amplifier input and, for
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